
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF HEROES 
“One’s destination is never a place, but a new way of seeing things.” -- Henry Miller 

 

 
Dec: 2011 - Retired Marine Capt. Ed Garr, a combat veteran of the Korean and Vietnam Wars, is a long-time tour 
director for Military Historical Tours.  Garr has led more than 100 tours to Vietnam and often meets locals, such as the 
man above, who live in remote villages where we still have unaccounted-for MIAs.  With assistance from translator 
Tran Ngoc Thanh (Thanh) not pictured, Garr is hoping to gather more information on the whereabouts of six Army 
soldiers and airmen who were killed in 1968 during a major battle, described below in “Fallen, But Not Forgotten.”  
Garr frequently brings candy, spices and other small goods as gestures of goodwill.  In return, a villager will often 
reciprocate with potentially valuable information or debris from a crash site. 

 

RETURN TO HISTORICAL BATTLEFIELDS _______________________ 

I have always had a passion for travel, and although not as eloquent as Henry Miller, travel has 
taught me more about life in Technicolor than any class, book, newscast or movie.  I hope this 
blog inspires some of you to visit – or revisit -- places like Hue, Khe Sanh, Con Thien, the 
Rockpile, Normandy, Iwo Jima, Tinian, Peleliu, Guadacanal or Midway -- locations where so 
many young men served our country, ending up on faraway battlefields with strange names, 
from which they never returned.  Those that did, never forgot.   

As a writer, it has been a privilege to cover subjects, people and organizations that mean 
something to me in a very personal sense.  That is why I selected Military Historical Tours 
(MHT) for this blog.   

MHT founder, Col. Warren Wiedhahn, is a retired Marine combat veteran of post-WWII China 
and the Korean War, the latter of which he fought in all three major battles.  Later Wiedhahn 
did his part in Vietnam, ultimately earning the Silver Star Medal for valor – our nation’s third 
highest commendation for gallantry against an enemy of the United States.  At the time, Major 
Wiedhahn was Executive Officer of the Third Battalion, Ninth Marines (3/9). 

                            
(L photo) An avid Korean War vet, Col Warren Wiedhahn delivered a moving speech at the Korean War Monument in Washington, 
D.C.   (R) Wiedhahn’s MHT has been a long-time supporter of the Korean War revisit program for veterans of that war.  Wiedhahn 
is shown addressing fellow veterans in Incheon, Korea, during a 2012 revisit.  https://www.miltours.com/  
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Wiedhahn’s dedication to the Marine Corps and the military, in general, did not end upon his 
retirement but rather metamorphosed into a new beginning.  Marking a milestone in 2012, 
Wiedhahn’s MHT celebrated its 25th anniversary, earning kudos from a community of veterans 
for having paved the way for their return to former battlefields with military buddies, families 
and friends.    

Although Wiedhahn’s organization has always had deep Marine Corps roots, the company has 
a longstanding tradition of hiring combat veterans from other branches, targeting those with 
strong credentials to provide a memorable, well informed tour experience.     

MHT experts include familiar names such as Capt Ed Garr, USMC; LTC John Powell, US Army; 
Bruce Jones, US Army; LTC Charles Dunn, USAF; Admiral Dan McKinnon, USN; Lt Col Ron 
Campbell, USMC, and many others, who serve as hosts and historians.   Some standouts 
include a group of distinguished, retired Marines -- Maj Gen James Livingston, recipient of the 
Medal of Honor; Brig Gen William Weise, recipient of the Navy Cross and Gen Peter Pace, 
former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff -- all have hosted MHT tours over time.              

                                         
 

The city of Hue is one of MHTs most popular tours to Vietnam.  When not hosted by a special guest, such as Gen Pace (above), 
retired Col. Chuck Meadows, a Marine veteran, covers Hue.  Both men receive great reviews, said Garr, who is pictured on the left 
with Gen Pace.  In the photo on the right is Gen Pace with Cpl Barney Barnes, who served under Gen Pace as a squad leader. 
 
A big thanks to my friends, Ed Garr and John Powell, for their assistance with this story -- they 
know their stuff.  In brief, Garr served in the infantry, earned a battlefield commission and 
fought in the Korean and Vietnam Wars, while Powell flew Cobras and other helicopters in 
Vietnam.  Both serve as tour directors for MHT, and Powell also as the company’s Operations 
Director.  Like Wiedhahn, they are committed to the mission.  
 

The following are recaps of a few personal MHT tour experiences that I found inspiring and 
hope you do, as well. 

 

FACING THE DEMONS--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
It is no secret that ground troops endured horrific experiences in Vietnam, trying to get the job 
done, while helping each other stay alive in the process – they will always have my sincere 
respect.  Those who made it through, regardless of how many months in the bush – overcame 
huge challenges, never imagining that the pain could persist long after the battle was over.   

Returning to a battleground can be a healing experience, even four decades later. 

 



 
Naval Academy, Class of ’66, returned to Vietnam in ‘07 with Marine General Carlton Fulford, Jr. (center) and their family 
members.  Lt Col Tony Anthony (L – 1st row, 1st) and wife Rosemarie (L – 1st row, 3rd), joined the Fulford group, comprised mostly 
of Marines who served with the 3/26.   

In 2007, Lt Col Tony Anthony, a Marine veteran, decided it was time to revisit Vietnam with 
wife Rosemarie at his side.  He contacted MHT and ended up piggybacking off of a Naval 
Academy tour, Class of ’66, consisting of Marines who had served with the 3/26 in Vietnam.  
Among those on the tour was Marine General Carlton Fulford, Jr., Anthony’s last boss, who 
retired in 2002, as Deputy Commander in Chief, US European Command.  “It was fabulous 
being with him,” you would never know he was a four-star,” said Anthony.  Gen Fulford is 
currently one of only 65 four-star generals in the history of the USMC. 

 “I would go back again,” said Anthony, explaining that he got “rid of a lot of baggage” – 
referring to his Vietnam War stint -- understandable for a Marine who served nearly 43 years – 
one of the longest in the Marine Corps, retiring in 1997.  Anthony enlisted as a grunt (0-3) -- and 
ultimately became a field grade officer, serving in high-level positions along the way.  His last 
tour was with the 1st Marine Amphibious force.    

Anthony saw a lot of combat during his second tour in 1967, which took him throughout I 
Corps.  For the first couple of months he was attached to Division Sparrow Hawk Company, in 
support of the First Marine Division (1st MARDIV), before joining India Company, Third 
Battalion, 26th Marines (3/26).  After five months in country, Anthony was severely wounded at 
Khe Sanh in June ’67 during a North Vietnamese rocket attack.  He was flown to Yokosuka 
Naval Hospital in Japan, where he underwent spinal surgery and remained there for three and 
a half months while recovering.   

      

Khe Sahn 1967 – The calm before the storm…                Khe Sahn 2007 – 40 years later… 
 
According to Anthony, the worst part of the experience was lying in a hospital bed, watching so 
many of his buddies from 3/26, arrive at Yokosuka after being airlifted out of Con Thien, where 
they had moved on from Khe Sanh.  Within a four-day period, the Marines suffered 55 
casualties with over 400 wounded. “I felt guilty for not being there to help them,” he told me.  
The event was life-changing, as was his return to the battlefield 40 years later.  

“We had one bus, and it was an emotional experience for all of us,” said Anthony.  We visited 
specific hills and battlegrounds, including Hill 55, Arizona territory, Hill 190 and the Dong 
Ha/Cua Viet area.  Every place we went, we had people who served in those areas -- it was 
very interesting.  My memory was during wartime, and meeting our former enemy was 
cathartic – “absolutely.”                                 



                             
MHT travelers tour Vietnam in comfort by land and water.  A modern bus makes several stops along the tour route, and a                             
tour boat offers a very different look at the Mekong Delta than some may have remembered from the past.  

 
Maps remain the cornerstone of travel in Vietnam, and 

former grunts in this group talk the same language. 
 

“Ed did a fabulous job,” said Anthony, referring to Garr, who has led over 100 tours to Vietnam 
during his 16 years with MHT.  Garr told me in an earlier discussion that his style has always 
been to give combat veterans a chance to do what many have not done for years:  “I let them 
talk.”  I mentioned this to Anthony, and he said: “That made all the difference.” 

 

FALLEN, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN -------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
2006 Tour - 1/9 Air Cav & 5/7 Cav Regiment:  (L-R)  Thanh (MHT guide); Luke Mackel (son of John Mackel); Mike Sprayberry; 
Jeannie Anderson (MIA daughter); Terry Funk; John Mackel; Bob Weekly; Renee Keel; Dave Keel; John Powel; Dick Walker;  
Julie Kink; and Tony Holmes. 

 
There is a long-standing ethic among those who serve in combat of never leaving behind one of 
their own – a tall order when the bad guys outnumber the good ones, and all hell is breaking 
lose.   Such was the case of a very contentious firefight in mid April 1968, in the northern sector 
of the A Shau Valley – a staging ground for North Vietnamese Army (NVA) activity, moving 
supplies into South Vietnam through Laos.  

The soldiers of the 5th Battalion, 7th Cavalry Regiment, 1st Cavalry Division (Air Mobile) knew 
that the odds were against them as they prepared to rescue Delta Company’s wounded and to 
stay alive themselves.  Sadly, it soon became obvious that rescuing those killed in action was 
not an option. 

Fallen, But Not Forgotten, is a documentary, produced by former Vietnam War CBS combat 
photographer turned documentary filmmaker – Norman Lloyd – chronicling the events 
surrounding Company D’s involvement in the A Shau battle and the efforts that led survivors 
back to the scene four decades later.  For those with a family member or buddy still 
unaccounted for in Vietnam, this documentary will be a reminder that the search goes on and 
loved ones are not forgotten.    



                                 
                       www.candsfoundation.org                                                         Medal of Honor recipient LTC Michael Sprayberry 

Told by MIA family members and the guys who were there – some of whom were rescued in 
what was a heroic feat and justification for MOH recipient, Army LTC Mike Sprayberry, to 
receive our nation’s top medal for valor when he was a 1st Lieutenant and executive officer of 
Company D.   

Garr lent me a copy of the documentary, and I watched it four times – to say that I was moved 
would be a huge understatement.   

To make such a documentary in Vietnam, Lloyd looked to Garr and Powell to facilitate with the 
necessary in-country approvals by the Vietnamese government.  MHTs longstanding 
relationship enabled translator and guide Tran Ngoc Thanh (Thanh), to obtain permission, and 
the tour was off to a good start.           

            

  
            Tours include cultural immersion. The 2009 group in Saigon – note the background 

 

The documentary was based on Sprayberry’s 2009 return to Vietnam, along with Larry Collins, 
Bruce Jones, Norman Lloyd and Don Phares.  Later several others were interviewed for the 
documentary.  Their current mission was to pinpoint the location of the six guys – three infantry 
soldiers and three from a downed, support helicopter -- unrecoverable and remained missing in 
action.  

With help from MHTs tour director/retired archaeologist Bruce Jones, the guys were hoping to 
produce enough material evidence and witness accounts to present a well-documented report 
to the Joint POW/MIA Accounting Command (JPAC) to support a possible follow-up 
investigation by JPACs detachment, based in Hanoi.   

Their efforts were not in vain.  In 2013, JPAC contacted Sprayberry, inviting him to Vietnam to 
serve as an expert witness, when the Detachment conducted their follow-up investigation of 
MIA cases belonging to Company D’s PFC Hubia Guillory; SP4 David Scott; and SP4 Daniel 
Kelley, along with the LOH pilot, Warren T. Whitmire Jr. (Buzz); and two crew, Donald P. 
Gervais and Richard D. Martin, B Troop, 1/9th Cav. All were killed during the 1 May 1968 
incident. 

As the former wife of an MIA still unaccounted for in Vietnam, I am rooting for their success 
and hope that it proves viable for excavation in the near future.   

 

http://www.candsfoundation.org)/
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=Uaw0yzzLs2DrzM&tbnid=IhA6HTCytBWdqM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://dailynightly.nbcnews.com/_news/2007/09/27/4372866-medal-of-honor-james-m-sprayberry&ei=ah9AU8--OMThyQHS1oCgBg&bvm=bv.64125504,d.aWc&psig=AFQjCNHVOsKlcvgcPqE_gJw4anWM0l25Tg&ust=1396797646078948


 
 

1968 -- A Shau Valley Shoot-Out  2011 – This nearby village has not changed much.   
 

Traveling in country on a mini Greyhound-type bus in ’09, Sprayberry summed up his 
thoughts, reflecting on the mission of rescuing the wounded years earlier.  While threading 
their way through a series of bunkers, containing sleeping NVA soldiers in pitch blackness,  
Sprayberry could hear them breathing, and remembers thinking:  “If the sun comes up, we’re 
all dead.”    At one point, he radioed to one of the wounded, telling him he’d whistle as they got 
closer and wanted him to whistle back.  This seemed to work well, except that it was an NVA 
who whistled in return.   

By the time the rescue mission ended, Sprayberry personally had 12 confirmed kills, eliminating 
the enemy with hand grenades and at one point a pistol, when he came face-to-face with an AK-
47 and silenced its shooter.  The soft-spoken Army officer, who has spent much of his 
retirement years as an Alabama farmer, was a deadly foe on the battlefield.  Even if you have 
never served in combat, you will understand why the MOH is so coveted and why it is only 
awarded to men like Sprayberry. 

Sprayberry, a bachelor most of his life, has replaced some of his very sad Vietnam memories 
with happier ones in recent years.  He found the woman of his dreams during his first visit to 
Vietnam with MHT, three years earlier.   Enter Julie Kink, whose brother, David – a Warrant 
Officer with the US Army 1-9th, Troop C -- Powell’s former unit – and Sprayberry found they 
had a lot in common – it was Sprayberry’s first trip back to Vietnam and Julie’s first ever to 
Vietnam.  While Sprayberry was beginning his quest to find MIAs from Company D, she was 
hoping to learn more about David, her big brother, who was killed-in-action in 1968, while 
flying in a LOH, with Powell flying above in a Cobra.  Julie’s mother never really recovered 
from losing her son in the war, so it was natural for Julie to wonder how her mother, who died 
in 2005, would feel about her daughter going to Vietnam.  

 
Lt Col Mike & Julie Sprayberry  -- they met in Vietnam 

My guess is that Julie’s mother would approve of her daughter’s decision and her new life.  Six 
years after meeting each other in Vietnam, Sprayberry and Kink married, and during the 2013 
Christmas holiday, the Sprayberrys celebrated their first wedding anniversary.   

When I spoke to Kink, she confirmed that when Powell and Garr invited her to join the 2006 
tour, they told her that she would “love Mike.” said Julie, “And I did.”    

 

 

 



NORMANDY ROCKSTAR--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 
The Mayor of Les Ventes expresses how honored the town is to have WWII widow Peggy Harris with them for their D-Day 
celebration, of which her husband, Billie Harris, has played a prominent role for decades.  Observing the ceremony is MHTs 
John Powell, (L) 2nd Row, 2nd.  Powell leads this annual tour to Normandy with Peggy included as MHTs very special guest.    

On the European front, Powell specializes in the Battle of Normandy, saying he knows as much 
about Normandy as anyone, thanks to help from wartime experts, former UPI journalist Joe 
Galloway, a giant from the Vietnam War era, winning a Bronze Star for his battlefield efforts; 
and Col. John Ripley, USMC, (Dec.), whose Marine Corps career is deeply etched in the Marine 
Corps’ history (please Google these heroes!).   

Powell tells me with pride that he has been included in the will of a very special WWII widow.  
At first I was a little taken aback, but Powell quickly added that Peggy Harris, 88, wants him to 
spread her ashes on the gravesite of her long-lost husband, Lt. Billie Harris, in Les Ventes, 
France, where the people have been honoring him for seven decades – unbeknownst to Peggy 
until 2005.  

    

  
Newlyweds Peggy & Billie Harris before his deployment P-51 Mustang - A beauty! 

 

Although Billie’s remains have since been relocated, the town has never forgotten him, and his 
gravesite is still there.  Every year on D-Day the residents of Les Ventes – numbering about 400 
-- march down the town’s main street – named in honor of Lt. Billie Harris, a WWII, P-51 
Mustang pilot, who steered his aircraft into the woods -- away from their town – knowing that 
he was hit by enemy fire and about to crash.  Billie’s P-51 went down on July 17, 1944. 

Peggy and Billie were both from Altus, OK, and married 6 weeks before he deployed overseas, 
never to see each other again.  Peggy did not remarry, and the story of her reunification with 
Billie touched the hearts of people worldwide, along with MHT who includes Peggy in its 
annual D-Day tour to Normandy.  

                                 

  
Billie Harris has never been forgotten in Les Ventes. Peggy Harris is practically a Normandy local. 
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“She’s a rockstar,” says John, of the woman, embraced by the people of Les Ventes, who are 
proud of reuniting – in a manner of speaking --  Peggy and Billie after so many decades.   

Through a series of unfortunate circumstances, Peggy did not know the details of Billie’s final 
flight, nor of his gravesite being carefully cared for by the town’s people, but that changed 
when Alton Harvey, one of Billie’s cousins, contacted the U.S. Government in 2004, and learned 
that there had been a paperwork mix-up that kept the “the fate of his fighter-pilot cousin 
shrouded in mystery…” for years.   

Billie’s remains were moved twice and finally reburied in Normandy American Cemetery.  Said 
Harvey to an Abilene reporter: "But you have to remember the times. That was the early '40s. 
There was no email, no texting, and communication wasn't that good."  

Normandy will be highlighting the 70th Anniversary of D-Day from June 6, 2014, to sometime 
in August 2014.  MHTs Normandy tour has already been sold out, and the group will be at 
Omaha Beach on the 6th for the big day.  But the tour’s first stop will be in Les Ventes on June 
3rd when Peggy is welcomed back for another very special annual occasion, which no doubt 
will attract a number of other veterans, families, and dignitaries, who undoubtedly will want to 
meet Peggy Harris, the woman who never forgot her husband, and the town that watched over 
him for years.   

 

MAKING A DIFFERENCE--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Every tour is unique, just like the people who choose to take them.  Vietnam tours were slow to 
start but since 2000 have grown rapidly, along with the country’s tourism appeal, in general.  
Korean War tours are still limited to South Korea, but in view of the challenges in North Korea, 
the long-running revisit program for Korean War vets is a humanitarian effort and success 
story, of which MHT has been heavily involved for decades.  

MHT is aligned with highly respected historians, who specialize in Asia Pacific, which is why 
their battlefield tours to that area are in great demand.  Dan King is a WWII expert, and as 
Powell says, King knows all things related to Japan -- Iwo Jima and Okinawa are tops on his 
expertise list.  No wonder filmmaker Stephen Spielberg looks to King when producing a movie 
that requires an expert on Japan.  Don Farrell, a renowned historian, teacher and author is 
sought after when it comes to Guam, Tinian and Saipan.  And if you are among those who have 
read author Richard B. Frank’s Downfall:  The End of the Imperial Japanese Empire, you will 
appreciate the depth of knowledge involved in MHTs Asia Pacific tours – the people and the 
tours are first-class. 

Many former battlefields no longer look as they did years ago, especially in Vietnam which has 
progressed steadily as the country continues to emerge with the help of trade agreements and 
more of an open-door policy; however, like most rural areas, the small villages are still dotted 
with rice paddies, little children and water buffalos sharing the same turf, and scents of garlic 
and other spices permeating the air, enticing those of us with a penchant for Vietnamese cuisine 
to eat very well during a visit. 

               
Marines return to Dai Do: (L) Capt. Ben Cascio, One-Eyed Ugly Angel, and (R) Brig Gen William Weise (holding a plaque) are 
members of a unique group of heroes who keep the light burning for all who fought bravely at Dai Do and came home and for 
those who did not.  Brig Gen Weise, a Magnificent Bastard (2/4), has become a legend in his own time, and the active duty Marines 
in this picture know they are in the company of heroes.  The Vietnamese man in this photo was also part of Dai Do but fought on 
the other side.  Garr not only served as tour director, but in this case it was personal – Ed was also a Magnificent Bastard during his 
career. 



Of great importance to tour-goers in countries, such as Vietnam, is the relationship that a tour 
company has with the government.  And as the first company to lead veteran tours in country, 
according to Vietnam Tourism, MHT has established a very good relationship with authorities.  
Garr says that MHT follows the rules and almost always is rewarded with positive responses 
when asking to visit a particular area that may not be open to the general public. 

Accommodations in Vietnam are in good locations and well-respected for quality and price.  
According to Powell, accommodations in Asia Pacific run the full spectrum and some are in the 
luxury category – think spas and sinfully delicious food. 

Age is a factor for all travelers, and it is important to remember that third-world countries may 
not be the best place for people with debilitating injuries, even though tour insurance will be 
part of the tour package.  Always discuss health concerns with tour guides before signing up for 
a trip. 

For those veterans accompanied by a spouse or friend, who doesn’t necessarily want to visit 
every battlefield location, there are stopovers on most itineraries that allow for multiple nights 
in one location.  Wives, girlfriends or teenagers can stay behind and enjoy the hotel amenities 
and take a short cultural trip – or great shopping spree -- with a local tour guide.   

To accommodate travelers interested in extending their time in Asia or Europe, with vacations 
in Paris, Tokyo or elsewhere, MHT is now affiliated with Collette Tours, a family-owned travel 
company since 1918, based in Providence, R.I.  Every travel writer knows of Collette tours, as 
do most professionals in the global tourism industry.  I am certain the company is a good fit for 
MHT, and Collette will take good care of their travelers, whether booking an add-on or a stand-
alone trip.    

In fact, many battlefield tours to Europe are closer to being vacations, considering the 
quaintness of towns and accommodations in France.  Visits to American Cemeteries are a major 
stop on many itineraries and always leave visitors with a sense of sadness and pride.  Seeing all 
the headstones lined up so perfectly are a reminder of the price we paid for freedom and that 
each one represents a lost loved one to a family back home in America.  And those who are 
fortunate to visit one of these cemeteries say that the experience allows them to reconnect with 
their loved ones in death, since most were unable to do so in life.   

 

                                                                                                                            
The Chapel at Aisne-Marne American Cemetery and Memorial in France, sits at the foot of Belleau Wood.  The cemetery contains 
the graves of 2,289 war dead, most of whom fought in the vicinity and in the Marne Valley in the summer of 1918.  The memorial 
chapel, above, sits on a hillside, decorated with sculptured and stained-glass details of wartime significance.  Inscribed on its 
interior wall are 1,060 names of the missing.  Rossetes mark the names of those recovered and identified.  (Details provided by 
American Battle Monuments Commission).  http://www.abmc.gov/cemeteries/cemeteries/am.php 

 

http://www.abmc.gov/cemeteries/cemeteries/am.php

